THINGS
YOU SHOULD KNOW

BEFORE FILING AN
INSURANCE CLAIM

ON YOUR ROOF
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INSPECT & DOCUMENT

Did a hailstorm just hit your home or business? Here are some important things
to remember in the immediate aftermath of a hailstorm:
Note the date and exact time of the storm, including when you believe hail damage to
your property occurred.
Take photos of your yard, home, and property after the storm, making sure to focus on
areas of damage. The more photos you take, the better.
Look for obvious signs of damage on your roof that need repair, like missing or torn
shingles. Binoculars can be a useful tool for an initial look.
Grab your tape measure (or some other measurable object, like a golf ball) and place it
next to hailstones on the ground, then take pictures.
Take pictures of your outside air conditioning unit, as hail can wreak havoc on air
conditioners (they can dent and block cooling fins, blocking the air flow).
Some homeowners mistakenly think that their roof is fine after a hailstorm
because they don’t have any roof leaks and can’t see any damage from the ground
That’s not true: you can still file an insurance claim on a damaged roof without a leak. Don’t
wait for a leak to appear before you file an insurance claim. Most roof hail damage
insurance claims do not involve leaking roofs.
And also remember you only have one year to file a claim from the date of the storm that
damaged your home.
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CHECK YOUR COVERAGE

Coverage on your roof in your homeowner’s policy, is subject to either ACV or RCV
when you suffer a covered cause of loss.
If your policy is for ACV, your insurance company will pay the actual cash value of your roof
at the time of a covered loss. This means the actual cash value minus your deductible
amount minus the depreciation cost according to the age of your roof. Generally, the older
your roof, the higher the amount depreciated…or not covered under your policy.
If your policy is for RCV, your insurance company will pay the replacement cost value of
your roof at the time of a covered loss. This means the replacement cost value minus your
deductible. There is no deduction for depreciation under the RCV valuation method.
In recent years, insurance providers have made changes to the coverage of wind and hail
damage. Many now require the homeowner to pay a deductible that is a percentage of the
total policy coverage. These percentages vary dependent on your provider and coverage,
but typically range from 1% to 3% of the total coverage.
When homeowners have a higher deductible percentage combined with an ACV policy it
usually doesn't result well in terms of the payout on the claim.
That's why understanding your coverage and hiring a roofing company with experience in
the insurance claims process is crucial.

CHECK FOR BUILDING ORDINANCE
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COVERAGE IN YOUR POLICY

When reviewing your insurance policy declaration page, you will want to determine if you
have an endorsement for upgrades that may need to be made to your roofing system
based on current Oklahoma building codes. This endorsement is usually referred to as
Code Upgrade Coverage, Ordinance or Law Coverage, or Building Ordinance Coverage.
This endorsement provides coverage for loss caused by enforcement of ordinances or laws
regulating construction and repair of damaged buildings. Older structures that are
damaged may need upgraded roofing, electrical, heating, ventilating, air-conditioning
(HVAC); or plumbing units based on city and state building codes.
Many communities have a building ordinance(s) requiring that a building that has been
damaged to a specified extent (typically 50 percent) must be demolished and rebuilt in
accordance with current building codes rather than simply repaired.
When it comes to replacing your roof one of the most common upgrades that homeowners
are faced with is installing is new decking under the shingles. This is especially true for
homeowners who live in homes 10+ years old.
By ensuring you have an endorsement for potential building code upgrades that may need
to be made you can save yourself any additional expenses and in some cases increase
your claim enough to upgrade to an impact resistant shingle that can reduce your annual
premium by up to 30%. Which leads to the next important thing you should do:
Know if your insurance company offers discounts for class 3 or 4 roofing material
.
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ROOFING WARRANTIES

The ideal roofing warranty should have at least two types of
coverage. Manufacturer warranty and Workmanship warranty. Manufacturer warranty
also known as factory or material warranty, provides coverage against factory
defects and manufacturing errors. Premature shingle aging, excessively loose
granules and blistered roofing are common roofing problems in this category.
Workmanship warranty, also known as installation warranty,
covers problems caused by subpar workmanship or installation errors. Failure to
install roof flashing or use the fastener patterns recommended by the
manufacturer are some examples of the latter. While workmanship warranties are
expected to be covered by the roofing contractor, manufacturers will sometimes
cover workmanship as part of a comprehensive warranty coverage.
How your homeowners insurance policy can affect your warranty on your new
roof
Let’s say for example sake, you do not have an endorsement in your policy that pays for the
cost of upgrades to your roof like decking. In this case it could void the manufactures
warranty because you weren't able to make the building code upgrades to your roof.
This is another important reason to choose a licensed and insured local roofing contractor
that is knowledgeable of current building codes and the insurance claims process.

CHOOSE A LOCAL ROOFING
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CONTRACTOR

DO I NEED TO GET TWO OR MORE ESTIMATES FOR MY ROOF?
Your insurance company has a defined price list they use. More than likely it is Xactimate
software, which is the same software we use as well as most roofing companies that
specialize in storm damage. The Insurance will only pay actual costs for repairs (according
to their price list), regardless of what prices you may get. However, Xactimate pricing is
updated monthly, and it’s very likely the adjuster is using an out-dated price sheet. If that is
the case, we will send them a supplemental invoice with the corrected prices and additional
things they left off the claim that you should be paid for.
Think of it this way. What reward will the insurance company give you for finding the lowest
price for them ? Will they lower your premium? Your insurance company will pay a
reputable contractor only “fair market price”.
Example of 3 different Roofing bids:
COST OF ROOF IS $5000.00 YOU PAY DEDUCTIBLE ($500.00) YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY
PAYS $4500.00.
COST OF ROOF IS $6000.00 YOU PAY DEDUCTIBLE ($500.00) YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY
PAYS $5500.00.
COST OF ROOF IS $7000.00 YOU PAY DEDUCTIBLE ($500.00) YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY
PAYS $6500.00
You are only saving the insurance company money and costing yourself a quality roof when
you get several estimates. You need to make a decision on which local roofing
contractor you use based on who you feel comfortable with and their experience in roofing
and insurance claims.
DO NOT MAKE YOUR DECISION BASED ON PRICE

